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Nowadays this society promotes as intelligence simply having a fat IQ. Which is 
only part of the deal. This is because society has lost other elements which 
measure intelligence.  
 
Everyone knows the word Idiot. Idiot actually comes from Ancient Greek and 
from the word Idiotis. This word was a serious slur such as calling someone an 
abomination, and was heavily infested with negative meaning. It was like one of 
the worst things you could tell someone back then, insult of insults. But why?  
 
Idiotis means "He who acts only for his own interest" and "denies to participate in 
the affairs of the whole in full". The extremely selfish person in other words. Since 
the Ancient Greeks were civilized and therefore putting the whole higher than the 
person, to only delve in personal striving was considered retardation.  
 
Why is the above stupid? Simply: Because the thinking that one can live alone is 
a full-blown illusion. Nobody lives alone, and nobody exists in full alone-ness in a 
proper manner. This is why people gather together and make villages and later 
civilization. You cannot even have progeny alone. You simply die off. Old age 
sets in or whatever, and off goes the 'brave and independent person' that 'never 
gave a damn about anyone'. If anything befalls you, that's it, one is more than 
likely dead. Early humans understood this fact so they choose to be together 
rather than alone.  
 
Many people and the jews state Satanism is supposed to be egotism. Which is 
purely false. You cannot spiritually advance if you are fully an egotist. Developing 
a sense of self and rectifying it is one part of the deal, but there is another part as 
well. The Serpent cannot rise higher than the Solar chakra if a person doesn't 
move past the realization that actually they are part of and the spiritual 
advancement forces for assessment with our relations to other people for better 
or for worse.  
 
This is for example why many people discharge negative emotions and pent up 
pains that came from bad association etc., in order to heal. In the heart chakra 
we have the understanding of the union with another person for a love 
relationship (this can be human or demon) but as we go higher, the 
understandings become trans-personal and deal also with our position in the 
chain of life in general.  
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Do not confuse the above with being a lone wolf or anti-social. We are talking 
about our own house here. Being social today is in many ways equal to being in 
a jungle. And many people dislike this, same as people who are natural loners. 
But this doesn't really imply idiocy or that one is acting only for themselves. They 
just like to have a distance.  
 
True Idiocy is when someone seldom gives a fuck on whatever is going on in this 
world, at all. Like a person who is fully absorbed in themselves to the point they 
see nothing else. 
 
Acting in such way one shows they are spiritually inferior. Many people think that 
they are spiritually superior simply because they are strong, but that's one aspect 
for it. The other aspect is proper use of any power one has. Which can in some 
cases be superior to simply being powerful. So, what if you can raise huge 
boulders but never built a hut to live in? Or to house your family? A pencil neck 
person that builds a hut is ten times better than the muscle man that just throws 
rocks for no reason around the place.  
 
Since there are many idiotic people in this world anymore and this planet is a 
jungle (we are working to correct this goyimization), one can also associate 
themselves with people here and the Gods to fulfill these needs, rather than 
abrasive and crappy individuals who are just toxic and time wasting to others. So, 
one can reach fulfillment that way. It doesn't matter how much one contributes, 
either. As stated, everything is worthwhile. One can do work for the Gods and 
their own part in this.  
 
People who don't do the RTR's are idiots. They assume that even if they do not, 
someone else will. Or that let's say the world will exist anyway or something. The 
truth is however next lifetime or within this lifetime, if we let on, we will find 
ourselves in gulags. And I will see there, how important your little ego was for not 
doing the RTR's and being an IDIOTIS, giving a fuck only about yourself. This 
applies to everyone here without exception, Clergy and everyone, nobody is 
exempt. This idiocy is also bordering to stupidity, since for example, why 
shouldn't one spam an RTR that literally FREES their Serpent to advance faster?  
 
People work in order to create a future for themselves. It also makes sense to 
work spiritually to build up for your spiritual future. If one doesn't do that, they are 
at the mercy of others. While this can be financially true in this world, in cases 
such as the world future these are not. Not only there are not many merciful 
forces, but there are forces who just want to annihilate humanity in full.  
 
If the enemy takes over all the so-called reasons that make one "love" 
themselves so much as to not give a damn to partake in this effort. Will be lost. 



Guess what all these don't exist in the gulag the enemy is preparing and we will 
stay there indefinitely. Which is the harsh truth. The enemy has lashed out and 
revealed themselves in full even for the most stupid people to see it.  
 
They have lashed out beyond any reasonable extent to the point nobody who 
pays a day studying facts will say anymore it's all a 'conspiracy theory'. So 
Asmodeus's words about blatant manifestations have become a reality. If anyone 
wants to maintain a good egotism and self, one also has to maintain the 
measures of safety around what we call FREEDOM in order to have this.  
 
And what do you have to do? Truly...Past generations were decimated and 
suffered for endless centuries and decades, every second on end. All you have 
to do is use some spiritual NUKES given to us by the Gods. Talk about extreme 
entitlement.  
 
If the generations of 2018 aren't even willing to do some spiritual warfare. Then 
what is there to say, they deserve a gulag. Because indeed compared to the past 
generations and their morbid pain and suffering, centuries and hundreds of years 
on end, if one chooses to give nothing now, not even hilarious things like let's say 
some minutes in a day...Then there's the door to leave the game of life...  
 
This is why I tell you this behavior doesn't tread on idiocy, it treads on 
STUPIDITY....  
 
And why shouldn't one push the forces that seek to destroy someone and decay 
them back? This is truly the least one can do, to defend themselves. Animals that 
do not defend themselves are easy prey. We are humans so this happens in 
some other spheres, but the natural laws apply fully here. And it fully applies 
materially as well.  
 
Then, if one insists in this stupidity, at some point when you will be in danger, 
others will act as IDIOTIS as well, but with too much IDIOCY all around, how can 
anything survive? We don't do the RTR's because we are only good people, we 
do these to topple a dangerous enemy, to live, to survive and to lavish after the 
enemy has deteriorated.  
 
So, let's update Satanism and say, the true sin is one but it has two legs to it. 
Let's contain a second meaning in "Stupidity". We will contain in their IDIOCY. In 
other words, being stupid in your intelligence is one issue. Being an IDIOT is 
another. The second bad thing to do is to be a full idiot.  
 
One may not be 'Stupid' and I don't believe anyone here is stupid. Have there 
been idiots here? I think yes, quite a few. Can this be corrected? Of course. The 



person is not inherently STUPID in terms of intelligence; it's just that they are 
acting in an IDIOTIC manner.  
 
Lastly in Spiritual Satanism we have to try to emulate the Gods. Satan and our 
Guardians are having, sometimes, a painstaking time (well not really painstaking) 
trying to explain things to beings that are on a lower level. This doesn't mean we 
are abandoned and/or looked down upon or punished. We must respect the 
efforts of the superior beings to teach us and give us immortality, advance our 
existence, and to set us spiritually free.  
 
As stated in another post today, the clever person instinctively we call "Bright". 
This deals with the light of the soul in a very direct manner. The things that these 
beings ask from us are simple...Meditate and advance so that we do not decay, 
and use supreme spiritual technology to fix our world. One has to be stupid to 
turn down such things. The bright ones will however advance. 
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